Large size models are implemented in recently ASR system to deal with complex speech recognition problems. The number of parameters in these models makes them hard to deploy, especially on some resource-short devices such as car tablet. Besides this, at most of time, ASR system is used to deal with real-time problem such as keyword spotting (KWS). It is contradictory to the fact that large model requires long computation time.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, great progress has been achieved in speech recognition. The main reason is the usage of a large neural network trained on large-scale datasets. People usually design networks with a large number of parameters to build a recognition model. However, this requires massive computation and memory capacity, which are limited to some machines which do not have strong computation ability and enough storage space such as car tablet.
Most of the time, people use ASR system to deal with the real-time problem, long computation time is unacceptable. It is contradictory to the fact that sizeable neural network usually requires more time to run. Especially in footprint keyword spotting (KWS), small storage space, short computation time and low CPU usage are required.
Besides these, how to design an appropriate neural network architecture is a classic question in deep learning. Most of the time, selecting some empirical architecture and adjusting parameters is usually implemented. This method often leads to big network than the true optimum one, resources waste and overfitting problem.
Motivated by this, we implemented sparse model on our KWS model. We apply several algorithms to prune the model. The final model has similar performance with original one but has thinner structure and requires less computational complexity. [6] and Yann et al. [7] uses Hessian-based approach to prune weight.
RELATED WORK
There are also plenty of literature on the topic of KWS. Offline Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) systems can be used for detecting the keywords of interest. [8] [9] . Moreover, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are commonly used for online KWS systems [10] [11] . In traditional, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) is used in acoustic modeling under the HMM framework. It is replaced by Deep Neural Network (DNN) with time goes on [12] . And several architectures have been applied [13] [14] 3. KEYWORD SPOTTING KWS is the entrance of ASR. It provides interactive intention for subsequent recognition problem. In general, KWS works on local devices and processes voice data collected by the microphone so that short delay time and low memory storage are required to ensure user experience and acceptable consumption. The early KWS is based on offline continuous speech recognition with GMM-HMM [10] [11] . With the great success of Deep Neural Network in continuous speech recognition, traditional GMM-HMM is replaced by DNN [12] . Recently, Chen et al. [15] design a KWS strategy without HMM.
In our research, we use finite state transducer (FST) to realize KWS by employing word unit. FST consists of a finite number of states. Each state is connected by transition labeled with input/output pair. Its states transition is depending on input and transition rules. For example, "happy". First search "happy" in the dictionary for its phone units, which is "HH AE1 P IY0". Then find its tri-phone such as h-ay1-p which may occur in voice data and do clustering to generate each state. During clustering, we let the tri-phones whose central phone is "HH" and "AE1" as the first word, "P" and "IY0" as the second word. The "happy" FST is shown in Figure  1 . The expression is input/output pair, the arrow means state transformation. Device wakes up when the output equals 1. It wakes up while "happy" occurs. 
SPARSE MODEL ALGORITHM
In this section, we elaborate how we implement the sparse algorithms in KWS problems.
Pruning Algorithm

Pruning Based on Weight Magnitude
The most simple and naive method is pruning the network based on weight magnitude. This algorithm assumes that small magnitude is corresponding to little importance, so we can delete some small weight with small magnitude. The topology is shown in Figure. 2. For this algorithm, we have several different options to implements:
1. Delete certain proportion number of remain weights after several iterations.
2. Delete a certain number of weights after several iterations.
3. Delete weights whose magnitude is less than a certain threshold.
4. Delete weights whose magnitude is less than a certain threshold, but the percentage number of deleted weights must be less than a certain percentage.
Continuing the train after each pruning operation to let the network re-converge. Besides pruning algorithm, selection of learning rate after pruning influences final model performance. It is easy to imagine that learning rate has to be set relatively large because the model has changed significantly after one pruning iteration.
(1) (2) Fig. 2 . Sparse model topology structure bases on pruning based on weight magnitude. Network (1) is original fully connect network, network(2) is sparse model topology structure
Actually, this algorithm is partly similar to normalization. This algorithm will reduce normalization value as its elimination on some weight parameters.
However the assumption of this algorithm may lead to some problems. It is short of convincing to believe that less magnitude means less importance. It may be that some weight magnitude is small for its large input from the last layer. So this simple algorithm may destroy the neural network.
Pruning Based on Affine Transformation Value
For each node, its input is affine transformation output of last stage layer nodes: Comparing with large magnitude input, neglecting small magnitude input is an obvious way of pruning the network. The computing process is shown in Figure. 3. This algorithm has same options to implements as Pruning Based on Weight Magnitude method which is mentioned before. The difference is this method based on the affine transformation value. Also, it requires continuing the train after each pruning operation to let the network re-converge.
Pruning Based on Dictionary Algorithm
Dictionary algorithm aims to keep important weights in network only. it assumes that weight importance is its contribution for the whole network statistically. If the input dataset is D input , it has N frames. The importance I ij of w ij is:
where k is the index of input data.
After pruning less important weight. The dictionary algorithm revises the network by using important weights to evaluate the value of unimportant weights. For easy to compute, it revises the network only based on the unimportant one which has the greatest importance among all unimportant weights of one node. For example, for one node node i , the importance of this node is I ji , j is the index of last layer node. These value is divided into two set: important set {I jim,i , I jim,i ...} and unimportant set {I junim,i , I junim,i ....}, where im means important and unim means unimportant. Then find the unimportant weight with maximum importance:
Then revising other weights according their importance:
where we assign the revision value to every important weight equally. The compute process is showed in Figure. 4. 
Pruning Based on Optimal Brain Damage
This algorithm is proposed by Yann et al. [7] . Its main idea is based on the second-order derivation of loss. The assumption is introduced that ∆E is caused by deleting each parameter individually. This assumption decreases the computation notable because it requires a large resource to compute Hessian Matrix and its inverse matrix.
Pruning Based on Optimal Brain Surgeon
This algorithm is proposed by Hassibi et al. [6] . The main difference between OBS and OBD is that OBS uses whole Hessian Matrix to prune the network. It requires a larger resource to compute and may not be suitable for the big models nowadays.
It is noteworthy that 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.5 relies on training data. 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 require affine transformation value. 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 require loss value, so it is important to pay more attention to the distribution of input data. If the training data is bias, the pruning decision will be bias.
Matrix Decomposition
After pruning the network, it is a problem how to implement the sparse network in practice. The most straightforward idea is setting the pruned weight to zero. But neither store storage nor computation requirement is reduced by this method.
Another thought is designing a map to connect related node. However, it may be difficult to realize and errors occurring probability is relatively high. We implement a compromising method, matrix decomposition, to deal with this awkward situation. if we have two matrices whose size is m × r and r × n (the number of parameter is (m + n) × r ), the product of them is m × n (the number of parameters is m × n). When we use m × r and r × n matrices to replace a m × n matrix, the store and computation requirements is reduced if the r is relative small.
To decompose a matrix, we design two networks showed in Figure. 
Network(2) uses decomposed matrices DM m×r and DM r×n as affine transform component in network. The input is one-hot vector and output is the corresponding column of the original matrix.
The index of 1 in IN oneHot is corresponding to column index of destination matrix. Network (1) requires large computation resources because of its large size of input and output.
where INPARNUM, OUTPARNUM, NR, NL and RANK is input dimension, output dimension, original matrix rows, original matrix column and destination rank. It needs a vast resource to compute. So we decide to implement network (2).
Actually, this operation is similar to bottleneck and sparse operation is equivalent to the pre-training process.
EXPERIMENT
We implement our sparse algorithm in KWS problem. We use Google Speech Command Dataset [16] as train and test data. We choose happy (1742 utterances) as keyword and use a 23h environment data to test FA. To get a robust model, we mix noise into original voice data. And we use KALDI toolkit [17] to train each model in our experiment.
We use 3-layer and 4-layer DNN as baseline models. Each model has 858 input dimension and 3 output dimension.
Sparse Algorithm
We apply Sparse Algorithm 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 for each baseline model of each keyword respectively.
Then we use environment and test dataset to evaluate the True Alarm (TA) and False Alarm (FA) of each model. And the ROC is showed in Figure.6 .
From (1) -(6), the performance of sparse model does not decline much. In some situation, the sparse model even performs better, especially with large parameter remain rate. And all sparse model performs much better than full connected model whose total parameters equals to sparse model. The reason may be that the topology structure difference between sparse model and fully connected network. Although the sparse model has a rare number of parameter, its node number is still large. This property keeps high information reservation and emphasizes important part.
Matrix Decomposition
We have decomposed the matrices in affine component of "happy" A1 model. The performance declines obviously. Its FA is almost 10 when recall rate is 0.93.
We assume two main reasons cause the result. As we mention before, We use matrices DM m×r and DM r×n to replace sparse matrix M m×n . We calculate the rank of DM r×n and most of them are full rank. But the rank of DM m×r and DM r×n production is not greater than r. So this operation leads loss into the model. Lower rank, higher loss. Another reason is insufficient training data. The model has tens of (1) (2)
(5) (6) Table. 1. Then we do this experiment on our keyword. We use more than 50K utterances to train the model and test the result.
It performs better than "happy" obviously. Moreover, the decomposition sparse models even do not re-converge because of its long computation time. The performance is shown in Figure. 7. Models' size is shown in Table.2 When remain rate is high enough, DCS performs relative good. The model size is much smaller than original baseline model. It is worth to be considered when the model has to be implemented on some source-short device such as car tablet.
But when remain rate is lower, DCS performs bad. Be- sides not re-converge, the bottleneck topology causes a significant loss to the network.
CONCLUSION
We have implemented sparse model into KWS problem, and the performance is acceptable. And the result of the sparse model can be used to guide model selection. But how to implement it into the real project is next challenge. Matrix Decomposition may lead significant loss into the model. So its application scenarios are restricted. We will try to find a method to realize sparse model in general ASR system in the future. Besides this, we will also do more research on implementing the sparse algorithm on other models such as CNN and LSTM. 
